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1 - Keiko Ookami (Naruto)

Bio Style taken from KionaKina (I had premission back in the day).

Name: Keiko Ookami
Age: 13 before time skip, 15-16 after time skip
Hair: Black
Hair Length: To waist (pulled into a braid), to mid-back post-time skip (some pulled in thin braid)
Eyes: Black
Height: 5'5"
Pictures: http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-676710.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-613925.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-560088.html

Family: Father (Unnamed; lives with Ookami Clan), Mother (Unnamed; Deceased), Ketari (Older sister;
Akatsuki Member)
Friends: Hinata and Kaori (before Genin status), Shikamaru, Chouji, Kumiko, Akara, Ani, Ayame,
Selina, Nara, Reiko, Temari, Gaara, and Kankuro
Enemies: Orouchimaru, the Akatsuki, Kiba
Romantic Interest: Shikamaru
Spouse: Shikamaru (After a few years)
Children: Aukera and Takumi (twins), Makoto, and Raito
Neices/Nephews: None

Hobbies: Practicing her ninja skills, fighting, reading, and photography
Talents: Nin-Jutsu (Esp. Fire), photography, stealth
Weaknesses: Gen-Jutsu, Tai-Jutsu, working to the point of self-injury, self-consiousness, easily
frustrated

Past: Keiko grew up with her father (who was blind) because her mother had left the Ookami clan with
her older sister shortly after Keiko was born. Keiko grew up on stories about the brave ninja that lived in
a mythical village far away. One day, her mother returned without her sister and shortly afterward the
Ookami clan began dying through a disease similar to rabis.

Keiko, her father, a few adults not effected by the disease, and the rest of the children ran away and hid
from the diseased factor of their clan. Because her uncle (who was leader) had died without children and
her father was blind and her sister was presumably dead, Keiko became the leader of the Ookami Clan.
She wanted to be able to help her clan and decided to go the village of ninja her father had told her
about.

Eventually Keiko made it and after a bit of drama, she was allowed to live in Konoha and attend the
Academy. She met her two best friend, Hinata and Kaori, there.

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-676710.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-613925.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-560088.html


Present: Keiko is a self-consious shinobi who keeps to herself. She passes the graduation test and,
although she was supposed to be placed on Kumiko and Suzimaya's team, Keiko is not allowed to have
a team for reasons unexplained. Frustrated, she blows up at her friends and they have a falling out.

Keiko then proceeds to train by herself. After a brief stint where she is required to go on a mention with
Team 7, Keiko is told that she is to take part in the Chunnin exams. Many people are wary about this,
but Keiko gains some people's confidence when she saves a nearly burnt to death girl she finds during
training. Later, she befriends this girl who turns out to be Reiko Uchiha, Sasuke's sister.

Keiko manages to pass through the semi-finals of the Chunnin exams. During this time period, she
befriends Selina, Ani, and Akara. During the month off, she runs into Shikamaru and she starts hanging
out with him and his friends, Chouji and Kumiko.

During the Chunnin finals, Keiko wins her match but her beloved wolf, Balki, dies during the Sound's
attack on the village. Keiko retreats farther into herself and stops talking to the friends she made. When
Tsunade returns, Keiko is promoted to Chunnin and Kumi, Chouji, and Shikamaru make sure she hangs
out with them so she doesn't get all depressed again. She is also given a team with Ayame Hyuga and
Nara Namida. She dislikes both girls and it takes quite a bit to get her to work with her team.

She goes with Team Shikamaru with Sasuke and ends up nearly dying face one of the Sound ninja.
When she wakes up, she tries her best to be a better ninja and starts training with her team. Keiko
eventually warms up to her teammates and her senei. She also starts developing a crush on Shikamaru,
but they don't get anywhere.

Future: Keiko is called to a transfer program with the Village of Sand for two and a half years. During
this time period, she grows very close to Temari, Kankurou, and Gaara. She considers them her family.
At the end of the two and a half years, she leads the mission to save Gaara and then returns home.

At first, Shikamaru is very cold to her. This insults Keiko and she starts distancing herself from him.
However, she has a plan to get what is left of her clan to move to the Leaf Village. Premission is
granted, but only if Tsunade gets to pick who she goes with. So Keiko is stuck with Shikamaru, Kiba,
and Nara. After another bout of drama, Keiko manages to lead her clan to the Leaf Village.

Multiple years later, Shikamaru and Keiko marry each other and have four kids: Takumi (boy), Aukera
(girl), Makoto (girl), and Raito (boy).



2 - Tay Chi (One Piece)

Warning: Character with the most Mary Sue-ish Past.

Name: Tay Chi
Age: 17
Hair: Light brown
Hair Length: To mid-back, worn down
Eyes: Dark brown
Height: 5'2"
Pictures: http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-500155.html (middle girl)
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-493672.html

Family: Karlianna (adopted sister)
Friends: Karlianna, Luffy, Nico, Sanji, Usopp, Chopper, Nami, and Zolo
Enemies: The Navy, the Black Cats, any enemy the Straw Hats are facing
Romantic Interest: Zolo
Spouse: Zolo (After a few years)
Children: Arisa (daughter)
Neices/Nephews: Davey (nephew), Luke (nephew), and Sheldon (nephew)

Hobbies: Practicing her sword fighting, fighting
Talents: Dual Sword Style, speed, ability to change appearance through eating of the Change-Change
Fruit.
Weaknesses: That one stone thing that hurts people that eat Devil Fruits, water, people who are very
powerful, memories of her time with the Black Cats

Past: Tay was abandoned as a small kid and met up with another orphan named Karlianna. One day,
Karlianna thought it would be fun to sneak on a pirate ship. And so they did. However, they were
discovered and it turns out the Black Cat pirates were the owners of the ships.

The Black Cats were in possession of two devil fruits. Tay was given the Change-Change fruit and
discovered she could change her appearance in many different ways. Under the influence of Django's
hypnotism, Tay was forced to be a call girl and change her appearance in whatever way the particular
man that night wanted. She was only 7. She was also taught how to use the nail-swords from Captain
Kuro.

Present: 10 years later, the Black Cats grew tired of having to feed Tay and Karlianna and marooned
them on an island. Luckily, they were found by the Straw Hats and taken in by them.

Tay, no longer hypnotized, couldn't remember how she had spent the last 10 years of her life. All she
knew was that she liked sword play and distrusted most guys. Karlianna convinced her to try trusting the
guys on the ship and after awhile became Zolo's apprentice.

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-500155.html
http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-493672.html


She was just beginning to get a crush on Zolo when the Black Cats found Karlianna and Tay again and
kidnapped them while the Straw Hats were gone. Kuro revealed to Tay what she had done when she
was younger and she and Karlianna were forced to fight the Straw Hat Crew.

Zolo snapped Tay out of it, but she couldn't stop trying to hurt him. So she cut her arm open and used
the pain to get out of the spell. Tay goes a little insane an ends up totally mutalating Kuro.

Future: Tay and Karlianna return with the Straw Hats as permanent members of their crew. Tay doesn't
talk to anyone for a long while but eventually comes out to be with everyone again.

A few laters later, she's comfortable enough again to see Zolo in a romantic light. They get married and
have one daughter, Arisa.



3 - Karlianna Chi (One Piece)

Name: Karlianna Chi
Age: 17
Hair: Dark Brown
Hair Length: Chin. Worn in a berret on one side.
Eyes: Dark Brown
Height: 5'5"
Pictures: http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-500155.html (one on the left)

Family: Tay (adopted sister)
Friends: Tay, Luffy, Nico, Nami, Sanji, Chopper, Zolo, and Usopp
Enemies: The Navy, the Black Cats, any enemies that the Straw Hats are facing
Romantic Interest: Luffy
Spouse: Luffy (several years later)
Children: Davey, Luke, and Sheldon
Neices/Nephews: Arisa (neice)

Hobbies: Target practice, flirting, hanging out with Luffy
Talents: Target practice (she ate the Pop-Pop fruit), flirting
Weaknesses: Being serious, wanting to protect Tay too much, that jewel that hurts all eaters of Devil
Fruits, water

Past: Karlianna was a street urchin with no family when she met up with Tay, an recently abandone girl.
Together they formed a duo of sorts and worked together to get food. One day, Karlianna thought it
would be fun to sneak on a pirate ship. Unfortunately, it was the Black Cat's ship and she and her
adopted sister were discovered.

Karlianna was forced to eat the Pop-Pop devil fruit which gave her the power to shoot ammunition out of
her body. She was forced to train as a fighter so she could kill anyone the Black Cats wanted to kill since
they were pretending to be disbanded. When she disobeyed, she was forced to watch Tay having sex
with the men on the ship.

Present: 10 years later, Karlianna and Tay are abadoned on a desert island and left to die. They are
luckily rescued by the Straw Hat crew. Karlianna immediatly likes them and joins up with them.

Around this time, Karlianna finds out that Tay cannot remember their years with the Black Cat pirates.
Karlianna struggles with the guild of having never done anything to help Tay and having them sneak on
the ship in the first place. To help ease her guilt, she doesn't tell Tay what happened.

During her time with the Straw Hats, Karlianna develops a relationship with Luffy. He really likes and she
finds this incrediblly amusing but soon finds that she likes him a lot as well.

One day while the rest of the crew are away, the Black Cats kidnap Tay and Karlianna. Kuro tells Tay

http://www.fanart-central.net/pic-500155.html


what she was and Tay gets upset with Karlianna for not telling her. The pair of them are hypnotized to
fight their former crew. Karlianna fights nearly to the death and only snaps out of it because she goes
unconsious due to blood loss.

Future: Karlianna and Tay rejoin the Straw Hat crew as permanent members. Karlianna makes a swift
recovery and tries to convince Tay to do the same. Tay, however, is too upset over the fact she spent
the last 10 years having sex with every man aboard the Black Cat's vessle. Eventually Karlianna moves
out of her and Tay's room and in with Luffy. When Tay starts getting more comfortable, the pair make up
and are as good of friends as ever.

Later on, Karlianna "marries" Luffy and they have three sons.



4 - Emi Ishida (Digimon 01/02)

Name: Emi Ishida
Age: 10 in 01, 14 in 02
Hair: Gold-Blonde
Hair Length: Worn in two spikey pig-tails and to her waist
Eyes: Sky Blue
Height: 5'3"
Pictures: http://joykaiba.deviantart.com/art/Emi-x-Ken-Art-Trade-96404624

Family: Mom, Dad, Matt Ishida (older brother), TK Takaishi (triplet brother), Miyuga Ishida (triplet sister)
Friends: Tai, Matt, Sora, Joe, Mimi, Izzy, Kari, TK, Casey, Azukia, Cody, Ashi, Davis, Tara, Ashlyn,
Ashlee, Miyu, Iwoku, Ken (after the Digimon Emperor saga)
Enemies: Yolei, the Digimon Emperor, Devimon, Myotismon, the Dark Masters
Romantic Interest: Ken
Spouse: Ken (several years later)
Children: Kimmi (daughter; twin) and Sam (son; twin)
Neices/Nephews: Carrie and Oliver Ishida, Joey Takaishi, and Amy Izumi

Hobbies: Sleeping, hanging out with her digimon, saving the Digital World, and playing soccor
Talents: Saving the Digital World, playing soccor
Weaknesses: Sometimes too compassionate and will forgive and forget too readily, very saracastic

Past: When Emi was really young, she watched the Parrotmon and Greymon fight with Matt, TK, and
Miyu. Shortly after, her parents split up. Her mom took TK and her dad took Matt and Miyu. Emi was
upset that she didn't get a desicion in who she got to with and ended up her father because Matt was the
only who could get to calm down. Miyu was sent to boarding school and TK and Emi were so young they
didn't even remember that they had another sister.

At the age of 10, Emi went to camp with her big brother. She felt really uncomfortable around them,
espically TK even though he was her twin. Emi was also jealous that Matt was giving TK so much
attention.

She became a Digi-Destined and met her partner, Sunmon. He digivolved into Coronamon later on, then
into his ultimate and even Mega form. Emi ended up becoming good friends with Tara (who was the only
other girl her age since Kari hadn't been found yet) and, like most of the girls her age, looked up to
Azukia.

She gained the Crest of Compassion when [to be decided later].

When they went to the real world, Emi met up with her mother for the first time in years. Like Matt, she
disliked it and didn't talk very much to either of her parents.

http://joykaiba.deviantart.com/art/Emi-x-Ken-Art-Trade-96404624


Back in the Digital World, Matt met up with Cherrymon and blew up with Tai. He also told Emi he was
sick of her being so clingy and that he rather she would go live with TK since apparently neither of them
needed her. This broke Emi's heart, but Tara and Azukia convinced her not leave the team and
Coronamon helped her realized that she didn't need her big brother around all the time. She had friend
within the group.

Emi got seperated from the group a little later on and struggled with her need to be around Matt or at
least other people. She realized that she was still upset about her parents' split and that she had tried to
cope by doing everything with her big brother. Emi realized that she needed to give everyone space and
learn to be her own person. She found the team again in time for the final battle, but ended up being
turned into a key-chain. She also forgot her friendship with Tara since Tara's digimon gave herself up
completely to save them from the final boss and everyone (including Tara) forgot she was ever a
Digi-Destined.

When she leaves, she is very distraught that she has to leave Coronomon behind. He reminds her that
she promised to stop relying so much on others and Emi agrees. She gives him her sky blue arm band
as symbol that the promise will continue even when they don't see each other anymore. Coronomon
always has that arm band on, even in other evolutions from that point on.

In May 2000, Emi returned to the Digital World and gave up her Crest of Compassion, so Coronomon
lost the ability to become Flaremon and Apollomon.

Present: Four years later, Emi decided to once and for all try to stop relying so much on Matt. So she
announced she was moving in with TK and her mom. She moved just in time to start a new school with
TK. On the way there she meets Yolei, Ashi, and Cody (who live in her building). She also re-meets
Tara, although neither of them recognize her.

Emi is even more sarcastic then she was originally and openly antagonistic towards those she doesn't
like (mainly Yolei, although sometimes Iwoku). She refers to the new Digi-Destined as "Newbies" and
frequently berates Yolei for being whiney. She and Tara are best friends again and when Ashlee joins
the group, she becomes friends with her as well.

When Miyu shows up, Emi doesn't recognize her or even remember that she has a sister. She thinks
Miyu is crazy and is a bit resentful that Miyu has to stay in her room, but soon the two become friends.

Emi, being the Digi-Destined of Compassion, immediatly wants to forgive Ken for being evil and accept
him into the group. This is the first time she and Davis agree on something which freaks both of them
out, but also begins Emi's respect for Davis as a leader.

Emi becomes Ken's best friend and when his grades start slipping, the news media blame her for
distracting him. She starts developing feelings for him as she sees him interact with the rest of the
group.

On Christmas Day, Emi goes with Ken, Matt, and Tara to Mexico City. Matt and Tara end up kissing and
Emi tells them to get a room. They find this amusing and Emi gets frustrated and tries to ignore them.
Ken comes over and thanks for being his friend through everything and admits that he likes her. They



end up holding hands.

On December 30th when they go to the alternate deminsion, Emi has the vision of [to be decided. It was
going to be that she wanted her family back BUT FREAKING TK ALREADY HAS THAT VISION]. She
breaks free and helps in the final battle.

Future: In the epiloge, Emi is married to Ken and they have twins: Kimi (a girl with a Leafmon) and Sam
(a boy with a Sunmon).

Emi went to college on a soccor scholarship and is now one of the lead players on the Japanese
womens team. Coronamon helps the team practice.

Emi is very close to all her old friends, espically all her nieces and nephews.



5 - Tsumi Licorice (Tokyo Mew Mew)

Name: Tsumi Licorice
Age: 14
Hair: Brown
Hair Length: Shoulders (worn in pigtails and bangs)
Eyes: Brown
Height: 5'6"
Pictures: http://shinypikachu2608.deviantart.com/art/TMMR-The-Girls-102816792# (Top left)
http://shinypikachu2608.deviantart.com/art/Mew-Licorice-100621856

Family: Father (Alcoholic), Mother (desceased)
Friends: Natasha, Ryou, Kaili, Lucia
Enemies: Chimera Anima, the aliens, Lucia, Rika
Romantic Interest: Xian
Spouse: None in Story
Children: None in Story
Neices/Nephews: None

Hobbies: Playing the Violin, fighting Chimera Anima, fighting in general
Talents: Playing the violin, fighting Chimera Anima
Weaknesses: Ashamed of her dad and how she lives, upset over ruined friendship, very quick to anger,
rarely listnes to team leader

Past: Tsumi originally lived in Japan. Shortly after the original Tokyo Mew Mew project was deemed a
success, a different decided to try it as well. Tsumi ended up with the DNA of a Black Footed Ferret.
Shortly after, she moved to England as an exchange student. She was a fairly well known violin soloist
at the time and was coming to take part in an orchestra. It was there she met Lucia Tyler, another Mew
Mew with the DNA of Hyaenodon.
England didn't have many Mews at the time, so Tsumi banded with Lucia and they became a crime
fighting duo and the best of friends. Until, that is, Tsumi had to move back to Japan. She had Lucia had
an enormous fight over her leaving and didn't speak to each other after the move. Her mother died
shortly after.

Present: Tsumi still lives in Japan, but since her mother died, her father got really into drinking. He's lost
his job and doesn't do anything but drink. Because of this, they have no money. She lives in a very
shabby apartment because what money her dad has he spends on alcohol. Her father never talks to her,
except to complain about how they could sell her violin for money since she isn't good at it anyway.
Tsumi has grown bitter and doesn't like to talk to people because she is ashamed of what she has
become.
She wasn't part of the original Tokyo Mew Mews, but she did fight a few animas, so her DNA is still
activatable.
One day she gets a mysterious letter from a place known as the Mew Mew Cafe. It states that they know
she is a Mew and that they wish to speak to her. Angry that they are spying on her, but curious, Tsumi

http://shinypikachu2608.deviantart.com/art/TMMR-The-Girls-102816792#
http://shinypikachu2608.deviantart.com/art/Mew-Licorice-100621856


goes. There she meets Kaili who explains she is a Mew as well and needs help.
Later on at, she has to go to a meeting and meets the other two Mews that will be on her team: Natasha
and, to her horror, Lucia.
Lucia and Tsumi get into a fight right then and there. They are at each other's throats and about to
transform, but Natasha and Kaili get in the way. Lucia and Tsumi agree on a tentative truce but Tsumi
rarely listens to Lucia even though she's the leader.
Tsumi becomes Mew Licorice and uses her violin (the same one she practices on) as her weapon. She
carries her violin with her everywhere, mostly to prevent her dad from stealing it.
She gets into fight a lot at school and one day one of the more popular boys notices and laughs. Tsumi
istantly hates him and fights with him, too. But this just seems to amuse him more. Soon he starts
showing up at the Cafe Tsumi works at along with a boy who has a crush on Lucia- Matt.
Then one day, she accidently leaves her violin at home, and her worse fears come true: her dad steals it
and sells it (it's pretty rare type of violin). Tsumi quits being a Mew because she realizes she's still sad
about Lucia and her hating each other and doesn't think she can be without her violin.
It is Lucia that brings her back to the team. Lucia and Tsumi have a heart to heart and start crying and
hugging and stuff. Tsumi agrees to come back to the team and finds that, although she no longer has
her beloved violin in real live, she has it still as Mew.

Future: Nothing decided.



6 - Taylor Short (Harry Potter)

Name: Taylor Short
Age: 11-17 depending on book
Hair: Red-Brown
Hair Length: Depends on Book
Eyes: Brown (left) Blue (right)
Height: 5'10"
Pictures:

Family: Archimedes Short (Pure-blood father), Angelica Short (Muggle mother)
Friends: Kitty Dumbledore, Molli Hawk, Pandora Robberts, Cassandra Robberts, Amanda White, Harry
Potter, Ron Weasley, Hermione Granger
Enemies: Draco Malfoy, Voldemort, the Death Eaters
Romantic Interest: George Weasley
Spouse: George Weasley (much later on)
Children: Undecided
Neices/Nephews: None

Hobbies:
Talents:
Weaknesses:

Past: Archimedes Short was a very talented and brilliant auror back in the days of the original Order of
the Pheonix. Although he was not in the Marauder's group, he grew to be good friends with them later on
while in the Order. His skills, however, attracted the attention of Voldemort. The night before he went to
Harry's house, he went to Taylor's and threatened to kill her should Archimedes not join him.
Archimedes refused and was about to fight when Dumbledore showed up and scared Voldemort off.
Angelica, who knew nothing of the world of Magic before that night, was told about witches and wizards.
She wanted to leave with Taylor, but Dumbledore convinced her to stay.
The next day, Voldemort was defeated by Harry Potter and Taylor was brought up as most witches and
wizards were, but she never got to visit any magical places.

Present: Taylor gets her letter from Hogwarts and goes as a first year student. There she meets her two
best friends: Kitty Dumbledore and Molli Hawk. After a rought start with her other dorm mate Pandora
Robberts, the two grow to be friends and eventually Pandora's twin sister Cassandra becomes friends
with them as well. Taylor shows very impressive skills at potions making and adores the class- despite
the fact that Professor Snape flat out hates her.
She also meets Ron Weasley, Hermione Granger, and Harry Potter.
Second Year, she continues her training to be a witch and enjoys it- until the Chamber of Secrets is
unlocked. She has a hard time convincing her dad to allow her to continue going to Hogwarts, but
manages it.
Third Year, Sirius Black escapes from Azkaban and her father is incredibly busy. Taylor doesn't see him
at all after the escape. She starts taking Divination and Care of Magical Creatures. She is really, really



bad at the first, but very good at the second. She goes with the group the night Sirius arrives on the
campus and is there when Sirius Black reveals he is Kitty's father,
The fourth year, Taylor meets Amanda White.

Future:

I have an Economics Test to study for. More at some other time!
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